Motivation
• Computer Science: Data storage algorithms. min/max = best/worst case performance Devroye 86
• Geophysics: Characterization of river networks
rank=Horton-Strahler index
Rothman 98
• Physics: Collision processes in gases van Beijeren 98 max ≈ largest Lyapunov exponent in gas.
Questions
• Growth of average k min v min ln N
• Distribution of extremal characteristics
Tree generation process
Random binary trees
Recursive tree generation process:
• Initial conditions: System consists of trivial trees.
• Merging process: Pick two roots at random and join them (with fixed rate = 1 ).
Rate equation theory:
• Average over ∞ number of realizations • Limit of ∞ number of trees at t = 0
The number density
• c(t)= number at t/number at t = 0.
• Rate equation for c(t):
Heuristic derivation of averages
• Height distribution obeys Poisson statistics:
P n (t) = probability that distance from a randomly chosen leaf to root = n at time t.
.
• Growth of average height:
• Assume minimal height: k min v min ln N • Estimating k min from tail of P n (t):
• Two roots correspond to v min and v max v min = 0.373365 v max = 4.31107
Distribution of minimal height
• Distribution of minimal height:
c k (t)=fraction of trees with minimal height k
Step function initial conditions
Traveling wave solution • In the asymptotic (large tree) limit
• Linear equations for the tails give: • v agrees to within 0.1% with numerics
Small height tail dictates velocity
Distribution of maximal height
• Exponential tails
• Dispersion relation v = (2e 
Distribution of rank
• Nonlinear plays role even at the tail!
• Velocity is elusive 
Input
• Initially: system is empty • Trivial trees (leafs) added at constant rate • Add input term δ k,1 to rate equations and solve for steady state
• Rank -purely exponential distribution 
